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Who doesn’t like a game?  
If you ‘connect the dots’ with 

the hands of Team 45, you 
get  a big, fat, beautiful “Q”, 

just how we like it!  
Also, check the image’s  

filename below. 
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[Between Brackets]
CIA is here. Pray.

(Between brackets) 
Sinful one.
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Source: the blaze.com
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[Between Brackets]
US risk this week. 

God & Country

(Between brackets)
New public hack-

attempt

Indeed the CBTS thread on /pol/ was 
flooded by shills and bots that day, 

spamming the board, the thread went 
offline, giving 404 errors. The next 

day, thread was back up.  
Intense shilling has cointinued  

ever since.

Source: The Intercept
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Source: NY Times
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[Between Brackets]
LdR

Lynn de Rothschild?

Too farfetched? Not consistent with earlier message’s “exactly”... 
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Potus tweets a short video summary of his Asia trip, 
a few frames show a view from AF1. Some anons 
identify the landscape as North Korea, although 
frankly, the image overlaps seem a bit of a stretch 
to me, so the comparison is omitted here. 
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Source: angelqueen.com

Source: theguardian.com

Source: www.jesusmonavocat.org
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Source: freebeacon.com

Source: foxnews.com
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Source: BBC

Source: The Telegraph
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Source: Washington Post
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As Q began posting, the CBTS thread was overrun by spammers and people trying to  
derail the thread. The thread was also split, at one point there were 2 CBTS threads running 
simultaneously. One of them was infected by a bot, software that automatically generated 
message posts at breakneck speed, making the thread unuseable.  
After Q sent this last message, this ended. 

Source: Marketwatch.com
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Q posted this message earlier in the bot-infected thread that 
eventually got deleted.  
He reposted some of his last messages in the remaining thread. 
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Check the first letter of each line in this last message.  
Spamming has again intensified on the CBTS thread. 
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Source: BBC

Capt. Mike Green Saavan Mundae
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Photo: On 12/12/72 Marie-Hélène de Rothschild held 
a Surrealist Ball at Château de Ferrières, one of the 
family’s gigantic mansions.

Photo: Arial snapshot of Capitol Hill and its  
surrounding gardens shaped like an owl. 
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Source: The Telegraph
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Photo: Paul VI Audience Hall at the Vaitcan, picture taken from the back of the room. The round windows 
in the side walls and the triangular pillars create the optical illusion of a snake’s head.  The pope sits on a 
throne inside the snake’s mouth. There are no Christian symbols anywhere in the hall. Below left: pope’s 
throne inside the snake’s mouth. Right: even from the outside, it looks like a snake’s head. 
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Above: The pyramid with 13 steps as depic-
ted on U.S. Federal Reserve currency. Below: 
Pyramid shaped Hyangsan Hotel in North Ko-
rea, 13 floors lead to the top of the pyramid.

In this picture, Lord Guy de Roth-
schild’s face is painted gold. 
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Twitter CEO Ali Rowghani (2nd left), Prince Alwaleed (center), and Mr. Suhail Rizvi (right).  
   

Rizvi Traverse Capital’s other major investments include a controlling interest in Playboy and music 
rights organization Sesac, as well as stakes in news app Flipboard and Jack Dorsey’s digital payments company, 
Square. Sources told CNBC that Rizvi invested $100 million in Facebook before its IPO and sold its shares earlier 
this year. It also has sold its equity stake in talent agency ICM, and in “Twilight” producer Summit Entertainment, 
which sold to Lionsgate.
Rizvi’s biggest individual client is Prince Waleed Bin Talal of Saudi Arabia who invested $300 million pre-IPO in Twit-
ter through Rizvi Traverse. Rizvi also invested JP Morgan Chase’s $400 million pre-IPO in Twitter. Rizvi is reported to 
have used personal connections in Silicon Valley to purchase these stakes from Twitter employees.

Source: siasat.pk
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Source: Washington Examiner

Source: pando.com
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Q is gaining traction, both on Twitter, with youtubers and here in Pravdareport. 

Senator John McCain tweeted  
a picture of  himself in his  
garden, with his surgical boot 
on the other leg. The buttons 
on his shirt and vest indicate 
that the photos weren’t  
mirrored. 
People noticed, and McCain 
answered later: “Thank you for 
your support & best wishes. 
My left leg was doing extra 
work to compensate for the 
boot, so I’m giving it a break.” 
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Two Internet memes found on 4chan. Conspiracy theorists never sleep... One person in this photo  
of the Rothschild family bears a striking resemblance to James Alefantis, owner of Comet pizza in DC.  
This sort of thing only generates more questions... Now I don’t know what to think!
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Source: The Intercept

Source: The Independent
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Source: Wikileaks, Podesta emails
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Source: Express.co.uk
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Amidst a flood of shilling (useless posts),  
this is how things are slowly being puzzled out 
by dedicated anons, whose contributions vary. 
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Digging up and counting the sealed indictments  
from all 94 juridic district websites takes time...

Detail of the cover of the Economist New Year 2017 edition 
The Economist is a Rothschild owned magazine.
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Source: BBC
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Q posts above message, and some anon(s) turn to POTUS Twitter  
account, as this is how they interpret Q’s coded message “goTWIT_P” 
 
A little while later, President Trump tweets about small business and 
changes his twitter header to this picture ... 
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Some anon checked President Trumps’ twitter account at 13:57 
(1:57pm), 16 mins earlier POTUS tweeted #shopsmall, that would have 
been at 13:41. Six minutes before that tweet, at 13:35, Q posted the 
code: “goTWIT_P_act-small#”. Draw your own conclusions. 

At this point the CBTS thread was again flooded with so-called bots and shills, people pos-
ting irrelevant nonsense, trying to start discussions about other (non) issues. One person 
was posting horrible picture after horrible picture of decomposing corpses, dismembe-
red limbs and disfigured bodies. The result was once again that one would have to scroll 
through endless amounts of rubbish in order to read a post from some anon genuinely 
trying to answer Q’s questions. 
Amazing that so many would spend so much effort trying to derail and discourage a thread 
if it was only a prank?
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POTUS tweets a link  
to a site that is covering the brewing  

political storm adn within minutes the site 
does down and its database disappears. 
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People wonder why the Obamas are wearing the 
exact same outfits as last spring in their 2017 

thanksgiving tweets? This political commentator wonders out loud who 
really is handling Hillary’s tweets?

...and asks about 
the whereabouts 
of one Tony  
Podesta.
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Adrenochrome is mentioned in the movie “Fear 
and Loathing in Las Vegas” starring Johnny 
Depp and if you watch this quick clip to the 

end, it talks about this drug. Take a look. 

CLIP DESTRIPTION: The two protagonists are trip-
ping on LSD in their hotel room. Duke (Johnny Depp)
is ingesting some kind of liquid drug from a dropper, 
and asks his partner from whom he got the drug. 
- Dr. Gonzo:“Satanism freak.”
- Duke: “I think there’s only one source of this stuff. 
The adrenalin gland from a living, human body.”
- Dr. Gonzo: “I know... The guy didn’t have any cash 
to pay me. He offered me human blood - said it would 
take me higher than I’ve ever been in my life. I thought 
he was kidding, so I told him I’d just as soon have an 
ounce or so of pure adrenochrome - or maybe just a 
fresh adrenaline gland to chew on.”
“Yessir, they nailed this guy for child molesting. He 
swore he didn’t do it. “Why should I fuck with chil-
dren?” he says. “They’re too small.” Christ, were-
wolf is entitled to legal counsel. I didn’t dare turn the 
creep down. He might have picked up a letter opener 
and gone after my pineal gland!”

In this clip, it’s interesting to note the discussion 
between Depp and the dealer he’s talking to. If you 
didn’t realize it, they’re talking about how it’s har-
vested in a roundabout way.

Yes, I’m well aware this is supposed to be fiction, 
however most fiction is based on real life events. Au-

thors do a lot of research on their subjects and this 
movie isn’t about Depp going down the rabbit hole or 
making chocolate in a make believe factory. 

This is much closer to real life than people would like 
to admit. Adrenochrome is a chemical produced by 
the human body when adrenaline (or epinephrine) 
oxidizes or “hits the air.” It’s produced when the body 
is traumatized in some way such as through torture or 
extreme terror.

When a stimulus which should produce extreme fear 
is introduced to a human, especially when someone is 
very young, the adrenaline produced is more potent 
than the average adult. Because of its psychoactive 
properties Adrenochrome has been linked to mind 
control drug. Think MK Ultra.

The extraction process is done by killing the person 
and harvesting the adrenochrome from the base of the 
neck and spinal column with a needle.

In it’s pure form, black market dealers can make ex-
treme amounts of money when they sell it. This con-
nection between the child sex trafficking, torture and 
murder of children around the world and the links be-
tween MS-13, high profile pedopushers like Podesta 
and Alefantis and all the ties between these non-profit 
organizations pretending to provide assistance to 
victims of various disasters around the world makes 
sense when you think about this type of drug traffick-
ing.

What better way to collect children than from war 
torn or natural disaster ripped areas? Parents are gone, 
families are separated. It’s too easy to get these kid 
in and out of the country. They slap a few faces of 
children on their posters and then no one ever really 
tracks the kids after a certain point.

Reprinted with kind permission from aprillajune.com

Yes, the sheer volume of the amount of shilling and nonsense on CBTS makes you think  
someone is being paid to be disruptive...
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Source: the Weekly Standard

Meanwhile, 
the mainstream media keeps 
doing what it does best. 

Journalists what they do best... 

...And politicians what they do best.
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#Qanon, #CBTS and #DrainTheSwamp 
are  gaining traction on Twitter. 

News item is dated march 10, 2017. Mara Salvatrucha is otherwise know as MS13. 

Ahh, Internet memes... they’re supposed to be a bit 
naughty, aren’t they? One visual framed with a 
couple of words can really be an eye-opener.  
This is what people call red-pilling. 

Aaaand... we’re done counting. Number of sealed indictments issued 
between October 30th and Novembver 26th: 4,289.  
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cC702ou3zm4VJICOI30EwaVCbbvYDQ5p
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The Responsibility of Rulers

6 So then, you kings, you rulers the world over,  
listen to what I say, and learn from it. 
2 You govern many lands and are proud that so many 
people are under your rule, 
3 but this authority has been given to you by the Lord 
Most High. He will examine what you have done and 
what you plan to do. 
4 You rule on behalf of God and his kingdom, and if 
you do not govern justly, if you do not uphold the law,  
if you do not live according to God's will, 
5 you will suffer sudden and terrible punishment.  
Judgment is especially severe on those in power. 
6 Common people may be mercifully forgiven for their 
wrongs, but those in power will face a severe judgment. 
7 The Lord of all is not afraid of anyone, no matter how 
great they are. He himself made everyone, great and 
common alike, and he provides for all equally, 
8 but he will judge the conduct of rulers more strictly. 
9 It is for you, mighty kings, that I write these words, 
so that you may know how to act wisely and avoid 
mistakes. 
10 These are holy matters, and if you treat them in a 
holy manner, you yourselves will be considered holy.  
If you have learned this lesson, you will be able to 
defend yourselves at the Judgment. 
11 So then, make my teaching your treasure and joy, 
and you will be well instructed.
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Adm R Admiral Michael S. Rogers
 Director of the NSA
AF1 Air Force 1 - POTUS plane
AG Attourny General
Anon Anonymous
ANTIFA “Anti-Fascists” movement, received 

funds from George Soros
BIS Bank for International Settlements
BO  Barak Obama
BOD Board of Directors
BP Border Patrol
CF Clinton Foundation
CIA Central Intelligence Agency
CS Civil Service
CTR Correct The Record
DC District of Columbia
DJT President Donald John Trump
DNC Democratic National Committee
DOE Department Of Energy
DOJ Department Of Justice
D's Democrats
EMS Emergency Medical Services
EU European Union
F&F  Fast and Furious - Feinstein's failed 

gun sale attempt
f2f Face to Face
FB  Facebook
FBI Federal Beureau of Investigation
FED Federal Reserve
FOIA Freedom Of Information Act
HI Hawaii
HRC Hillary Rodham Clinton
HS  Homeland Security
HUMA Harvard University Mulsim Almumni
H-wood Hollywood
IC  Intelligence Community
ID Identification

IRS Internal Revenue Agency 
ISIS Israeli Secret Intelligence Service
JA Julian Assange
JFK John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
JK "John Kerry, Jared Kushner"
KKK Klu Klux Klan - started by D's
KSA Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
LV  Las Vegas
MB Muslim Brotherhood
MI Military Intelligence
ML Marshal Law
MM Media Matters
MS-13 Latino Drug Cartel
MSM Mainstream Media
NG National Guard
NK "North Korea, also NORK, NOK"
NP Non-Profit
NSA National Security Agency
OP Original Poster
PG Pizzagate/Pedogate
PM Prime Minister
POTUS President of the United States 
RNC Republican Naitonal Committee
RR Rod Rosenstein
R's Republicans
SA  Saudi Arabia
SAP Special Access Programs
SC Supreme Court
SK South Korea
SS Secret Service
ST Seal Team (eg. Seal Team 6)
U1 Uranium 1
US  United States  
USSS United States Secret Service
VJ Valerie Jarret 
WH White House

LIST OF 
ABBREVIATIONS


